
P R E S E N T S



Ashish Bajoria and Suman Kanodia founded Scarlet Splendour in 

2014. Over the years, they collaborated with some of the most 

talented designers in Europe and the U.S.A., created exclusive luxury 

furniture collections that go beyond ordinary imagination and design 

limitations to become works of art.

Today, we are delighted to bring you the FOREST designed by 

Marcantonio. This luxurious collection of sculptural furniture and 

quirky objects was brought to life at the 10 Corso Como during 

the Milan Design Week 2023. Once you see it, it sticks with you!





Tree Cabinet



Puppy Pouffe Green



Gorilla Chair Rust



Log Jar



Paw is an adorable jar crafted in 
refreshing tones of blue and pink 
with an endearing leafy lid.

The Forest Dining Table celebrates the 

natural beauty of wood with brass inlay 

work, poised on a circular handcrafted base. 

The Forest Chair is majestically 
designed with brass and resin. It is 
covered in brass "fur" and "wood 

grains" with exotic tree tops.

Resembling a log of 
wood, the Log Jar 

features intricate brass 
and resin inlay work and 

a cute bony lid.



Brass inlay resembles the beauty of 
wooden texture on the Forest 
Round Dining Table, perched on 
a handcrafted base with brass details. 

Forest Mirror is an arched 
mirror and its frame is crafted 
with brass inlay and resin for 
an exotic look.

Forest Sofa is a comfortable three seater 
sofa with an array of cushions in quirky, 

elegant shapes with gold legs and 
customisable colours. 

Charming and delightful, 
the Paw Stool can be used 
with either side up as 
a seat or a quirky table. 



Leaf Pouffe is a playful pile 
of leaves, cut in different 

shapes and colours of rich, 
green leather atop slick 

golden metal legs.

Puppy Pouffe is a hip 
little seat with luxurious 

shaggy suede and 
a playful form.  Available 

in customised colours.

The Tree Cabinet is stupendous, 
designed with stylised leaves on 
top. The trunk opens to reveal 
storage space lined with brass. 

A fresh take on 
hanging up your 

coat! Forest Coat 
Hanger is made in 

pure brass with 
"flowing" branches 

and leaves.

Animal Seat is the perfect combination 
of exotic and inviting. Crafted with 
premium suede leather, it is luxuriously 
unique with a rare form.  



Designed with fluid 
forms of a branch, this 
stunning Branch Vase is 
crafted with pure brass 
and ivory resin inlay. 

Tree Vase is an 
unusual shape for 

a vase. It is crafted with 
intricate brass and 

resin inlay on black. 

The Gorilla Chair is designed 
with a fantastic ape-like shape 

and rich leather covering in 
a variety of colours. 

The playful Log Stool is crafted 
with glossy brass and resin 
inlay. It can be used as a seat, 
a foot stool or a side table.

Forest Bench is a fun seat resembling 
a slice of a log. Crafted with a gleaming 

brass inlay top and "walking" legs. 

Leaf Rug can liven up any interior 
space with its splash of bright colours 
and unusual leaf shape with a stem.



Tree Vase



Leaf Pouffe, Leaf Rug



Forest Bench



Branch Vase



Gorilla Chair Teal



Paw Jar









Scan the QR Code to bring home 
the Forest Collection. 

Call: +91 9831010243
Follow us on 
     @scarlet_splendour for latest updates.
www.scarletsplendour.com 


